IFIK Research Seminars
2022

Fridays 13:15 – 14:00

IFIK Seminar room, Friedbühlstrasse 51

11th Nov  Stefanie Dobitz - Innovation Office

IFIK Research Seminars 2022: Innovation Office and the StartUp Ecosystem
When:  Friday, 11th November 2022, 13:15 – 14:15
Where:  IFIK Seminar room, Friedbühlstrasse 51

13:15  Welcome and Intro  Stefanie Dobitz, Innovation Office
13:20  Ecosystem 1: Sitem School  Christian Rosser, Sitem-insel
13:25  Ecosystem 2: Unitectra  Dani Gisi, Unitectra
13:30  Ecosystem 3: SSC  Maria Friedrich, Sitem StartUp Club
13:35  Entrepreneur 1  Olivier Schären, Santella
13:50  Entrepreneur 2  Samareh Lajaunias, Combioxin
14:05  Outro  Stefanie Dobitz, Innovation Office
Afterwards  Coffee & cake in the cafeteria

18th Nov  Stefano von Wyttengach - Master thesis project "Fast genomic-based characterization of bacterial pathogens in simulated sepsis using selective cell lysis".

25th Nov  Lukas Probst - Midterm presentation

16th Dec  PI meeting